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Let L be a K-Lie algebra (possibly restricted) and define 
d(L) = { IE L ( dim, L/C,(I) < cc 1. 
Tken d(L) is a (restricted) Lie ideal of L which is clearly the Lie algebra analog of 
the finite conjugate center of a group. Indeed, in anaiogy with known results on 
group algebras and crossed products, we show that d(L) controls certain properties 
of enveloping rings determined by L. Specifically, we consider the annihilator ideals 
and primeness of various twisted smash products R # U((L) (or R # u(L)). Fl;rther- 
more, we study X-inner automorphisms, X-inner derivations, intersection theorems, 
and primitivity of the twisted enveloping algebras U(L) (or u(L)). 0 1989 Academic 
Pms, Inc. 
Let L be a Lie algebra over the field K and let U(L) denote its universal 
ing algebra. 1If char K= p > 0, assume that L is restrict 
its restricted enveloping algebra. Then U(E), U(E), and 
ring K[G] are all Nopf algebras and hence are similar in man 
particular, since questions on group algebras have 
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d-methods, it is therefore reasonable to try to find similar techniques in the 
Lie context. To this end. we consider 
d=d(L)={IELldim,[I,L]<oo}, 
the (restricted) Lie ideal of L introduced in [Ba 741. 
We will actually be concerned in this paper with certain more general 
rings. Specifically, if R is a K-algebra and if L acts on R as K-derivations, 
then we study the twisted smash products R # U(L) and R # u(L). The 
goal then is to reduce questions about these rings to analogous ones for 
R # U(A) and R # u(A). We begin with basic definitions and lemmas in 
Section 1 and continue, in the next two sections, by studying bilinear maps 
and the straightening process used in twisted smash products. In Section 4, 
we discuss linear identities for a ring S, that is, equations of the form 
qsp1 + ap$* + ... + c&3” = 0 for all s E S, 
where ori and 8, are fixed elements of S. In the case of enveloping rings, 
these give rise to derivation identities, namely equations of the form 
a,~“+rx,p~+ ... +a,pg=o for all 6 E am(L), 
where am(E) is the set of all multiple derivations induced, via the ad map, 
by the elements f E L. 
The main result is 
THEOREM. Let S = R # U(L) with char K= 0 (or R # u(L) with 
char K = p > 0) and suppose ai, pi E S with 
cQg+cIzp;+ ... +a,pg=o for all 6 E am(L). 
Write each pi =C? fli,.rlr based on A = A(L) and let k be the maximum 
degree of the straigthened monomials 11. Then 
for all monomials ,u of degree k. 
This result, which is a special case of Theorem 5.1, is then applied 
throughout the remainder of the paper. To start with, we show in 
Theorem 6.3 that the annihilator ideals in R # U(L) and R # u(L) are 
generated by their intersections with R # U(A) and R # u(A), respectively. 
It then follows, in Corollary 6.4, that R # u(L) is prime or semiprime if and 
only if R # u(d) is L-prime or L-semiprime respectively. Note that, if L # 0 
is finite-dimensional, then u(L) is never prime [Be 641 and if L is also non- 
abelian, then u(L) is never semiprime [H 541. However, in view of the 
above, it is an easy matter to construct ex 
algebras L with u(L) prime. Another con 
the untwisted algebra u(L) is Artinian if a 
In Section 7 we make further use of Theorem 5.1 
u(L) when A = 0. Here, both these rings are 
centroids are equal to the g d field K. ~~rtberrnQ 
erivations which preserve L come from L itself a 
tomorphism of U(L) is the 
prove various intersection theorems. aking, these are results 
which assert that nonzero ideals of a 
certain subrings of interest. For the 
irect analogs of those for group rings. s a co~se~~e~c~, we construct 
some Lie algebras with primitive enveloping algebras. 
SECTION ‘9. SMASH 
Let & be a Lie algebra over the field K 
enveloping algebra. Then U(L) is an associ 
freely generated by it, subject to the relations 
xy-yx= [x, y] for ah X, y 12 %. 
is an ordered basis for L, it follows from t 
orem that U(L) has a K-basis consisting of a 
XQ’x;Z. . x 1 xi EB and x1 <x2 < ... <x,. 
en char K= p > 0, we will also be 
a as. Aside from the usual structure, 
x t-b xrpl satisfying 
with reslricted Lie 
a pth power ma 
(x + y)'Pl = XCPI + y[pl + 
si(x, Y) 
i=l 
where LY~(x, y) is the coefficient of Iti’+’ in (a 
(ad yr”‘)(x) = (ad y’V’ (x) / 
fm all a E x, y E E. In specific examples, with L constructed from an 
as ‘ative algebra, we wiil usually write XP for xcP7. 
en & is restricted, we can form the restricted ~~~~~~~~~g alg.~b,~a 
)/I, where I is the ideal of U(L) generates by all xp - xEpl with 
is an ordered basis for L, then it folio-ws from Jacobson’s 
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Theorem that u(L) has a K-basis consisting of all monomials of the form 
,y’XQZ . . . pm with xieB, x1 <x2 < ... <x,, and O<a,<p--1. In 
p&&ular,mif dim, L = n, then dim, u(L) = p”. See [J 62, Chapter V] for 
additional details. 
Now suppose R is a K-algebra and let Der,(R) denote the set of 
K-linear derivations of R. We say that L acts OM R if there is a Lie algebra 
homomorphism 0: L -+ Der,(R). When L is restricted, we insist in addition 
that 4 preserve pth powers, that is, (s(xcpl) = d(x)” for all x E L. If x E L 
and r E R, we will denote the image of r under d(x) by rX. 
It is a simple matter to form the smash products R # U(L) and R # u(L) 
in the restricted case. These are K-algebras having the additive structure of 
the tensor products R OK U(L) and R OK u(L) respectively. Furthermore, 
multiplication extends that of R and satisfies 
WI rx = xr + rX 
WI XY-.Yx= cx, VI 
(S3) xP = -pl if L is restricted 
for all r E R, x, y E L. Since 4: L -+ Der,(R) is a Lie homomorphism, it 
follows that R # U(L) and R # u(L) are in fact associative K-algebras. 
More generally, we will consider twisted smash products which we again 
denote by R # U(L) and R # u(L). These also have the additive structure 
of R OK U(L) and R OK u(L) respectively and they are by assumption 
associative K-algebras with multiplication extending that of R. However, in 
this case, it is not appropriate to think of L as being contained in the ring. 
Rather, we let - : L -+ U(L) (or u(L)) be a K-vector space embedding, and 
we assume that multiplication satisfies 
CT11 r.f=Zr+F 
(T2) xj - jx = [x, y-J + t(x, y) 
(T3) xp = XCP’ + t’(x) if L is restricted 
for all r E R, x, y E L. Here t: L x L --+ R and t’: L + R are the twisting 
functions and x E Der,(R). We remark that there are simple relations 
satisfied by the twisting functions which are equivalent to associativity. 
However, associativity itself is really the more natural condition. 
One reason for considering these twisted smash products is 
LEMMA 1.1. Let R # U(L) (or (R # u(L)) be given. IfH is an ideal of L, 
then 
R # U(L) = (R # U(H)) # U(L/H). 
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Let W be a K-subspace of L with L= 
be a K-vector space is 
(or R # u(L)) is generated 
)) and by W, the image of (L/ 
basis for L/H and let C be one 
) with the elements of C c 
ark-~irkboff-mitt Theorem 
ve structure of TOK U(L/N 
For convenience, we let - denote 
en, for each AEH and XEL/ 
sily that [a, 21 G 
so q- jEz [x, y-j 
case, (P) cp1 E (dpl )” mod N so P E (xcpl ) - 
equations (TB )-(T3) are satisfi 
S has the stru6ture of T# U( 
the lemma is proved. 
we conclude that 
Note that twisting can arise in T# U 
if S itself is untwisted. This happens bet 
Now let H be a K-subspace of L. gy with the grou emetic 
concept, we define the almost centra in L to be 
~,(M)=(I~Lldim,CLkBI<~c,j 
where C&l) = jh E HI [l, h] = O}. asic properties are as follows. 
A 1.2. Let El be a subspace of L and set D = D,( 
(89 is a Lie subalgebra of L. 
(ii) If L is restricted, then so is 
(iii) I~HQL, then DaL. 
ProojI (i) .D is certainly a K-subspace of L. Furl ermore, if x, y E 19, 
then 
since both [x, El] and [y, H] are 
3 HI. mJs cx, VI E D. 
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(ii) This is clear since CL(xcpl) 2 C,(x). 
(iii) Finally, suppose H 4 L and let x E D, I E L. Again 
IICx, 11, HI E [[IJc, HI, II + CC& HI, xl 
and, as above, dim, [x, H] < co so dim, [ [x, H], Z] < co. On the other 
hand, since HaL we have [Z,H]zH so dimK[[Z,H],x]< 
dim,[H, x] < co. Thus dim, [ [x, I], H] < GO, so [x, Z] ED and D Q L. 1 
Now we define A(L) = D,(L) so that A(L) is certainly a characteristic 
ideal of L. Moreover, we have 
LEMMA 1.3. Zf H is a finitely generated Lie subalgebra of A(L), then H is 
center-by-finite and dim, [H, H] < co. 
PrioJ: Let H be generated by h,, h 2, . . . . h, E A(L). Then clearly H has a 
subspace H, of finite codimension centralizing all h, and it follows from 
Lemma 1.2(i) that H, centralizes H. Thus Z= Z(H) has finite codimension 
in H. Moreover, the commutator map determines an epimorphism [ , 1: 
H/Z x H/Z -+ [H, H]. Thus since dim, H/Z < co, we conclude that 
dim,[H, H] < co. I 
It is clear from the above that A(L) has a somewhat nicer structure than 
arbitrary infinite-dimensional Lie algebras. Furthermore, notice that if 
H q L with dim, H < co, then [H, L] s H implies that HE A(L). On the 
other hand, in contrast with the group-theoretic situation, A(L) need not 
be generated by such finite-dimensional ideals. For example, take L= 
A A (x) where A = (a,, a2, . . . ) is an infinite-dimensional abelian ideal and 
[ai, x] = ai+ 1 for all i > 1. Then clearly A(L) = A, but no nonzero element 
of A is contained in a finite-dimensional ideal of L. 
If L is a (restricted) Lie algebra, we define its upper A-series inductively by 
A,,(L) = 0 and Ai(L)/Ai-,(L) = A(L/Ai- ,(L)). By definition and Lemma 1.2, 
this is an increasing sequence of (restricted) ideals of L. In addition, we say 
that L is A-nilpotent if A,(L) = L for some integer m > 0. Notice that if H 
is a (restricted) ideal of L, then A(H) = Hn CD,(H) is also a (restricted) 
ideal by Lemma 1.2. Hence, by induction, all Ai are (restricted) ideals 
of L. 
The following result is needed in Section 8. Part (i) below is surprisingly 
easier to prove than its group-theoretic ounterpart in [Z 731. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let L be a (restricted) K-Lie algebra and let H be a 
(restricted) ideal of L. 
(i) rf D,([H, H]) = H, then [H, H] c A(H) and hence A,(H) = H. 
(ii) If both H and D = D,(H) are A-nilpotent, then so is H + D. 
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c CC4 XL b i- CC 
Furthermore, DH( [H, If]!) = H impli hat [[II& Hj: h] is finite- 
sional for all h E 14. Thus dim[ La, b], < co and [a, b] EA(N). 
cl=&) CD, c ‘.’ CD, =D be tla 
is a (restricted) Lie ideal of h;. 
i-l ED~/D~-~ has a ~e~tra~~zer o 
e, since D = D,(H), the centralizer of d-i- 
ension. It follows that Di s b,(H$ D 
t Dcd,(H+D). Thus (Ns 
dpotent algebra and we eone~~~~ t 
inally we remark that the main results of this paper 
= 0 and for R # u(e) with ch 
U(L) with char K= p > 0. 
ter situation so that the resu 
the sake of simplicity that J= U(L) is 
= p > 0 and let M c S be the K-Enea 
nd la 3 0. Then it is easy to see that 
that U(L) = S = u(M). In 
tic p is really an appropriate 
SECTION 2. BILINEAR 
If L is a K-Lie algebra, restricted or not, then the ~Qmrn~tator map 
Lx % -+ L given by ax b- [a, b] is certainly bilinear. ~~rt~eKrnore~ 
b E A(L) if and only if 
CL(b)= {MEL! [a, bl =O] 
as finite codimension in L,. In this section we obtain 
result for certain bilinear maps on arbitrary vector s 
to the above context. 
To start with, let A, B and C be K-vector spaces and consider a fixed 
ap A x B + C which, Ibr convenience, we denote by a x b ++ ab. If 
ann,(b)= (~z~A/ab=@j. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let A x B-+ C be as above and assume that arm,(b) has 
infinite codimension in A for all b E B\O. Let A” be a subspace of A of finite 
codimension, let B’ be a finite-dimensional subspace of B, and let c’ be a 
finite-dimensional subspace of C. Then there exists a E A” such that aB’ z B’ 
and C’ n aB’ = 0. 
Proof We proceed by induction on dim, B’, the case B’ = 0 being clear. 
Next suppose B’ = KbO has dimension 1. If A, = (a E A” /ab, EC’}, then A, 
is a subspace of A” and multiplication by b, determines a linear transfor- 
mation b,: A, + C’ given by a H ab,. Since dim C’ < co, it follows that 
ann,,(b,) has finite codimension in A, and hence the hypothesis implies 
thatA,#A”sincedimA/A”<co.Ifa~A\A,,thenab,4C’soaB’~B’and 
C’n aB’=O. Thus the dimension 1 case is proved. 
Now assume dim B’ = n 3 2 and let Kb, 0 W be a subspace of B’ of 
dimension n - 1 with, of course, dim W = n - 2. By induction there exists 
a, EA” with 
a,(KbI @ W) = C, z Kb, 0 W 
and C, n C’ = 0. If the combined map 
a,:B’+C-,C/C 
given by b’+-+ aI b’ H a, b’+ C’ is one-to-one, then certainly a, B’r B’, 
a, B’ n C’ = 0 and we are done. Thus we may assume that the latter map 
has a nontrivial kernel. In other words, there exists b, E B’\O with 
a, b, E c’. Note that b2 # KbI @ W and therefore B’ = KbI @ Kbz @ W, 
Now Kb, 0 W has dimension n - 1 and C’ 0 C, is a finite-dimensional 
subspace of C. Thus, by induction, there exists a2 E A” with 
a,(Kb, 0 W) = C, z Kb, @ w 
and C, n (C’ @ C,) = 0. In particular, the latter implies that the sum 
C’ @ C, 0 Cz is direct. Furthermore, if the image of the combined map 
a,:B’-+C-+CJC 
given by b’ I-+ a2b’ H a,b’ + C’ has dimension n, then the result again 
follows. Thus we may assume that this image has dimension at most n - 1. 
But the image includes (C, @ C’)/C’ z C, and this, alone, has dimension 
n - 1. It therefore follows that a, B’ G C’ @ C,. 
Finally, consider the combined map 
a, +a,: B’ +C+CJC 
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given by 
b’t-+(a1 +a,)b’H(a! +a,)b’+ C’. 
i- a2 e 2, it suffkes to show t at the latter map is one-to 
, Iet b’=k,b, +k,b,+w be in its kernel with kl, k, 
w E W Then, by definition, 
(a, -t a,)b’ = (a, + a2)(k,b, ik,h, i w) E C’ 
‘~e’oC,anda,b,~G’sowehavea,(k:b, +w)~C’@C~~Since 
W) = CL is disjoint from 6’0 C2, this yields al(klbl + w) = 0 and 
1 = 0 and w = 0. In other words, 6’ = k2b2 and (a, + a?) k,b, E C’. 
note that a, b, EC’, SO we 
+ W) = C2 is disjoint from C’, 
bus b’ = k, bl i- k,b, + w = 0 a 
ed zero. In other words, multiplica 
map from B’ to C/c’ and the lem 
It is now a simple matter to obtain 
~~O~O$~T~ON 2.2. Let A, B and C be K-I-vector spaces and /et A 
be a ~~~~nea~ map given by ax b F-+ ab. Assume that for all b E 
~n~~~~~a~o~ ann,(b) has infinite codimension in A. Let a be a s 
of finite codimension, let B’ be a ~n~te-di~e~s~~~a~ subspace of 
be a finite-dimensional subspace of C. Then r m 3 0 there e.x&s 
a subspace A’ of d of dimension M with A and c’nA’B’=e. 
Pt.0 proceed by induction on FH, 
m = 0. t m 3 1. By induction there exi imension M - E 
with A,B’zAA, xB’ and C’nA,B’=O. Now C’O 
sional subspace of C so Lemma 2.1 implies that exists aeA with 
’ and (C’@A,B’)naB’=O. In 
ension tn. Next note that the sums 
and the ~ro~o§~tio~ is prove 
As an immediate corollary we have the ~o~~o~~~g Lie algebra result. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let H be an ideal of the K-Lie algebra L, let i? be a 
subspace of finite codimension in H, and let W be any finite-dimensional 
subspace of L. Suppose x1, x2, . . . . x, are linearly independent elements of L 
with (C; Kxi) n D,(H) =O. Then, for any integer m > 1, there exist hI, 
h 2, . . . . h, E i? such that the mn commutators ti,j = [hi, x,] E L are K-linearly 
independent modulo W. 
ProoJ: As we mentioned earlier, the Lie commutator defines a bilinear 
map [ , 1: H x L -+ L and we set B’ = C; Kx,. Then the assumption 
B’ n D,(H) = 0 asserts that C=,(b) = {a E HI [a, b] = 0) has infinite 
codimension in H for all nonzero b E B’. Proposition 2.2 now implies that 
there exists a subspace A’ c fi of dimension m with [A’, B’] G A’ x B’ and 
[A’, B’] n W=O. The result now follows by taking (h,, hZ, . . . . h,} to be 
any basis of A’. 1 
Another consequence concerns the behavior of d(L) under field exten- 
sions. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let L be a K-Lie algebra and let F be an extension field of 
K. Then FQK L is an F-Lie algebra with 
d(FQ, L) = FOK d(L). 
ProoJ: It is clear that F@d(L) c d(F@ L). Thus for the reverse 
inclusion it suffices to show that if xi, x2, . . . . x, EL are K-linearly indepen- 
dent modulo d(L), then they are F-linearly independent modulo A(F@ L). 
To this end, let B’ = Kx, + Kxz + . . . + Kx, and note that B’ n d(L) = 0. 
Thus, by Proposition 2.2, for any integer m 2 0 we can find A’ EL of 
dimension m with [A’, B’] 2 A’ x B’. Hence [A’, B’] has K-dimension mn 
and therefore [FA’, FB’] = F[A’, B’] has F-dimension mn. In other words, 
[FA’, FB’] s FA’ x FB’. But this implies that no nonzero element of FB’ is 
centralized by a nonzero element of FA’. Hence, since m = dim, FA’ can be 
arbitrarily large, we conclude that FB’ n d(F@ L) = 0. 1 
It is of course trivial to see that Z(FQK L) = F;OK Z(L). 
SECTION 3. STRAIGHTENING 
In the case of nontwisted enveloping algebras we can prove the key 
result on derivation identities by looking at terms of largest degree. As 
usual for such terms, straightening questions become essentially trivial. On 
the other hand, for more general smash products, we are forced to consider 
lower-degree terms. At this point, straigthening problems become serious. 
In this section, we obtain the necessary lemmas to deal with this problem. 
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As will be apparent, these results are quite formal and, 
are based on the fact that a straightening process exist 
is. We start with some definitions. 
a K-Lie algebra and let S= R # U(L) or S= 
sh product. Of course in the latter case, & is a 
char K = p > 0. If X is any sub 
), we use X” to denote the left 
...Zk with XiEKand O<k 
that this set is actually left-right symmetri 
if X is finite then X” is a finitely generate 
Now suppose, in addition, that X is I 
Then a straightened monomial in X is one of the form 
< ... <x,. Furthermore 0 <LEE < p - 1 in the restrict 
# u(L). In either case, deg ,u = LC~ -t (Pi + . I. + am 
efine XCn) to be the left R-linear span of all str 
of degree <n. Again X<“)R = A’<“) and clearly 
is an ordered basis for L, then the existence of t 
guarantees that L” = B CR> for all integers BZ 3 0. 
Finally, suppose X is an ordered set and that Y? X. If Y is a 
then we say that Y mujorizes X if X is an initial segment of Y. 
precisely that the elements of X are ordered in their same way in Y and 
that they come before all elements of Y\X. 
LEMM.4 3.1. Let X be a finite, ordered linearly i~de~e~de~t su 
and let n > 0 be given. Then there exists a finite, ordered ~i~ear~~ ~~d~~e~~~~t 
subset Y of L such that Y majorizes X and 2”’ c I’<“). 
rooj Let X w B be a K-basis for that X is an initial 
segment. Then we have X” c L” = (X c, 
finitely generated left R-module, it is contained in the 
generators of (A’ ci B)(“>. If the basis elements involve 
are all contained in the finite set Yz X, then clearly 
X” s Ytn)~ 
Next we prove 
MA 3.2. Let YO be a finite, ordered linearly in endent subset 0fL 
and let n > 0 be given. Using Lemma 3.1, define the finite, ordered ~~~ea~~~ 
~~de~e~de~t subsets Y,, I’,, . . . . Y,, inductively by Yi c Yj+ 1, Yi+ 1 rn~~o~~z~s 
Y- I) and Y:+ l c I’<‘+ 1 >. Now choose any ordered, linear& in~e~e~de~t set T Ii1 
481!133.2-4 
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so that B = Y,, c, T is a basis for L ordered with T > Y,. If j, k are any non- 
negative integers with j + k < n, then 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on k for all allowable j. If k=O, then 
L’=T<‘>=R and j<n so 
as required. 
Now suppose the result holds for k - 1 > 0 and let j+ k < n. Since 
Lk = Bck), it suffices to show that 
where /I is any straightened monomial in the basis B of degree <k. If 
deg /I < k then Yfi>p E Y(j>Lk- i and the result follows by induction. Thus 
we can suppose that deg p = k 2 1. 
Write /I = by where b E B and 6 is the left-most factor of /?. There are two 
cases to consider. Suppose first that b E Yj. Then using y E Lk- ’ we have 
y(j>p= y. by5 y/+lLk-lC y(j+l)Lk--1 
,<j>- J J+l 
by definition of Yj+ i . Since (j+l)+(k-l)= j+k<n, the result again 
follows by induction on k. 
Finally suppose b $ Yj. Since b is the smallest basis element in /I and 
since B majorizes Yj, we conclude that /I E (B\Yj)<k>. In particular, we can 
write b’= pi& as straightened product where /I1 involves the members of 
Y,\ Yj and /I2 involves the members of T. Then certainly pZ E Tck). 
Furthermore Y <j>pi G Y cn> since j + k < n and since any straightened 
monomial in Yj ‘multipliedflon the right by pr is a straightened monomial in 
Y,. Thus 
yi<‘>p = ( Y,Wp1)p2 E Y,<“>Tck>, 
thereby completing the proof. m 
As a consequence, we obtain 
LEMMA 3.3. Let X be a finite linearly independent subset of L and let 
n 2 0 be given. Then there exists a finite, ordered linearly independent subset 
YZ X of L with the following property. Let T be any linearly independent 
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subset of L such that B = Y u T is a basis of L ordered wilh Y< T. If 
producl of c factors of X’ and dfactors of L1 (in my order), then 
pc y<“>T<k: 
prouided c + d< II and d< k. 
Pm$ Order X arbitrarily, write Y, = X, and let Y,) Y2, . . . . YE be as in 
ious lemma. We show that Y= Yn has t 
, choose any T as above with B = Y ij T an 
Y. We show by induction ou c + dd n 
prsvided d 6 k. 
The idea here is to shift all the X’ factors of 
merely requires that we be able to sh 
ut observe that L’X’ cXiLi 
’ + P”, where P’ has the X’ and L’ t 
e Hess factor of X’. In particular, P” 
fices to prove that P’c Y (n>T(k)~ In other words, we are free to perform 
these interchanges and, when we do so, it su 
YCn)T@> provided d<k and c+d<n. 
Now if c=O, then r=R= Y,<O>. 
c Fe-l so xc c Yf-, c Y!‘), by 
tain FLd s Y,<“)Ld with c + d < n. 
ut dd k so TCd) E T@) and the result follows. 
SECTION 4. LINEAR IDENTITIES 
Let S be a ring. A linear identity in S is auy equation of the form 
cciSP’ + GI*spz + . . . i- a,s/3, = 0 
h holds for all s E 3. Here each ai an each /Ii is a fixed ele 
3 is some “large” subset of the ring As we will see, such 
arise in numerous ring-theoretic situations. In the case of group rings, these 
ar identities have been effectively handled by a too% which originated in 
2] and [S 711 and is known as the d-method. ~~rt~er~~~e~ this tool 
was extended in [Ml? 781 and [P 841 to deal with the more ~o~~~~~ate~ 
structures of crossed products and group-graded rings. In this section and 
the next? we show that an appropriate analog also exists in the case of Lie 
algebra smash products. 
To start with, let S= R # U(L) (or # u(L)) be a twisted smash 
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product with L a K-Lie algebra. If X is any subset of L, linearly indepen- 
dent or not, we let X” = lJ,“= 0 8” z S and we consider linear identities as 
above with ,!?= 8”. As in the case of group rings, the first step in the 
method is to translate the presence of X in the formula from multiplication 
to a suitable action. To this end, suppose 
cc,.$~ +qspz + ... +c&sp, =o for all S&P 
is the given identity. If XEX, then X”Xc Zoo and hence we have 
1 KiSjiX = 0 = 1 c@fii forall SEXY. 
I 1 
Subtracting these equations then yields 
a,s[B1, Xl +a,s[p,, Xl + “. +a”S[p”, Xl =o for all SEXY. 
In other words, we obtain a similar identity, but with each pi replaced by 
/?f(“), where a(Z) d enotes the derivation [I-, X]. Continuing in this manner, 
we can obviously choose any xi, x2, . . . . x, E X and replace each pi by flf, 
where 6 is the n-fold derivative a(.%,) a(%,) ... 8(x,). 
Now let a(x) denote the set of all such a(Z) with x E X and for any 12 3 0 
let P(X) denote the set of all n-fold derivatives 3(x,) a(%,) ... a(%,) with 
xi E X. Here of course a”(x) = { 1 } contains only the identity map. If 
am(x) = Urzo a”(x) then, since s = 1 E 8”, the above argument clearly 
yields 
LEMMA 4.1. Let cq, pi ES and let X be a subset of L. If 
ciIsP1 +a,s/& + ... +auspv =0 for all seXm 
then 
We call the latter equation a derivation identity. Obviously, to study such 
identities, we will need to consider the action of multiple derivatives on 
certain products. For example, we have the following simple observation 
which requires no proof. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 6 = d, d, . . . dk be a product of k derivations of S and let 
Xii x2, . . . . xk be elements of L. Then 
(X1-G . . .X,)8 = c ~fa)~p). . . j@lk) 
0 E SynQ 
+ terms with at least one Xi not differentiated. 
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Next we mention a technical lemma w ich is crucial to t roof of 
Theorem 5.1. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let h,, h,, . . . . h, EL and set di = 8(hi). In add~t~~~, let xi? 
x2: ~..) x, EL, let X be any subset of L co~t~j~i~g (xi), and say i> hjj = 
ti j E k. Suppose that (tj j> is K-linearly ~~depe~de~t an ol&r so that 
t,,i -c t,s,ij when i< i’. k b=dyid;z...d;m and @+?$...~bg is a 
straightened monomial in S with 
a, +a, + ... +a,=k=b, +-6, + ... +b,, 
then we can write 
as a sum of three terms. Here l1 EC:=; L’X’Lk-‘-’ an liaear 
combinatjo~ of straightened monomials of degree k ~FI the fi,j hauing at Esast 
one ii,) factor with i # j. Finally 
if a, = bi for all i and r3 = 0 otherwise. 
ecause of the twisting, we have 24 = fz, j + ri,, for some ri,j ~2 
r that these ri,j terms merely contribute expressions of degree 
.G k - 1 to and the latter can be absorbed into tI. Thus without loss of 
~e~er~~~ty, we may assume that all ri.i = 0. 
Now view t = XblXb2 . . . ibm as a product of k = deg ( factors. 
the previous lemma,’ l6 iSm a sum of 
T 
stra~~hten~~~~ which either contain at least 
d~~fere~tiat~~~ each Xi by a suitable ~2’. The 
sorbed into (I so we need only con 
Now each of the k! latter terms is a pro 
Via the straightening process, each 
monomial in the ii,, plus terms of lower 
(Note that in the restricted case, each 
times in the product, so a straight 
survive.) This shows at least th 
tion of straightened monomia 
ermine the multiplicity of those ~o~o~~a~§ whi 
n other words, we must find 13. 
obtain a nonzero monomia1 in &, each X, factor i 
by a di. This implies easily that ai = b, fsr all i a 
rwise. FinalIy, suppose ai = bi for all E. Then fo 
y a,! ways to match each X, with a di an 
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precisely ii: = nIi q! ways to do this for all i. Since X$ = ii,i and the ti,i as 
ordered in an increasing manner, we see that l3 consists of precisely iF 
copies of the straightened monomial C$ CT2 . . fzm. 1 
SECTION 5. DERIVATION IDENTITIES 
We now come to our main result on derivation identities. Recall from 
Lemma 1.2 that if H is a Lie ideal of L, then D = D,(H) is also a Lie ideal. 
Furthermore, D is a restricted ideal in case L is a restricted algebra. It 
follows from Lemma 1.1 that if /I E S, then we can write p = C, /?,q bused 
on D. Specifically, this means that there exists an ordered subset 
1 Xl 2 x2, . . . . xm} of L, K-linearly independent modulo D, such that each q is 
a straightened monomial in Xi, X2, . . . . X, and such that each & is in 
R # U(D) (or R # u(D)). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S= R# U(L) with char K=O (or R# u(L) with 
char K= p > 0) and let H be a Lie ideal of L. Suppose ai, pi ES with 
a,g+a,p;+ ... +cc,p;=o for all 6 E am(ITO), 
where H, is a subspace of H of finite codimension. Write each pi = C, j?i,rln 
based on D = D,(H) and let k be the maximum degree of the straightened 
monomials y. If deg ,u = k, then 
‘Ml,@ + azP2,, + . . . + a"P",ji = 0. 
In particular, if some 8, is not zero, then {a,, CI~, .. . . a,} is right linearly 
dependent over R # U(D) (or R # u(D)) since each l?i,P is contained in this 
subring and since u can be chosen with some pi,P not zero. 
Proof If k = 0, then pi+ = pi and the result follows since aa = { 1 }. 
We can therefore assume that k > 1. 
We begin with a good deal of notation and some elementary obser- 
vations. First, there exists an ordered subset {xi, x2, . . . . x,} of L, linearly 
independent modulo D, such that each q is a straightened monomial in x,, 
x2, . . . . X, with say x1 <x2 < ... <x,. Furthermore, each pi,V is contained 
in R # U(D) (or R # u(D)). In particular, the finitely many basis elements 
of D involved in the pi,, all have centralizers in H of finite codimension. 
Thus if Ho is replaced by its intersection with all these centralizers, then the 
new Ho still has finite codimension in Hand still satisfies the given identity. 
In this way, we can assume without loss of generality that Ho centralizes 
each basis element of D involved in the various /Ii,,. 
Next, let X be a finite linearly independent subset of L containing x,, 
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x2, ..*9 x, and all basis elements involved in the vario 
addition, let n be a fixed integer with 
n 3 deg Ori + deg pi,, c deg y 
for all i, y. Then, by Lemma 3.3, there exists a finite, or 
t Y2 X of L. which has suitabie 
recall that {x1, x2, ~~., x,) is K-linearly 
dim H/H, < cc and since 3’ is finite, it 
ere exist h,, h2,..., h, E H, such that f 
EL are linearly independent module the 
exicographically so that t, j < tiS 
hen we extend (tj,j> to an ordered linearly ~~de~~~~e~t 
Y o T is an ordered basis for g: with YK T. 
Let = 8(/z,). If p = x;Ilx;2 . . . x2 with a, + ck2 + . n . $ u,~ = 
set 
6 = dy’dy . . .dz E ak(.@,) 
e*, 
n the notation of Lemma 3.3, the right- 
y<n>T<k- 1) + Y<n)t, 
where each z is a straightened monomial of degree k in the fi,j. 
sum is clearly direct, the result will follow when we determine the coef- 
ficient in Y<“> of zO = ?:I1 iyz . . . izM for this ex 
To start with, note that ’ 
e sum is over all 
6, = dfld?. . . dcm 
m 
6, =d;2l--~ld~2~C~...dam~~rn 
m 
with 8 < ci <a,. Furthermore, since HO centralizes each basis element 
involved in pi,V, it follows that ,!$ involves these same basis eI~~e~ts a
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of course has degree at most that of pi,?. In particular, by definition of X 
and n, we have cl,@,,@* E X’Lf with e + f < n and f < k. Hence, by 
Lemma 3.3 and the definitions of Y and T, we have 
aJ?f,‘,$% XeLf c Y<“>Tck). 
Let us consider all such terms which are not contained in Y(“>Tck- ‘). 
First, we must have deg q = k sincef = deg @ < deg q. Next, if some cj # 0, 
then & is a product of fewer than k derivations and hence in @ the Xi 
factors cannot all be differentiated in any given summand. This means that 
and again ai@,,ylb2~ Y<“)T<k-l) b y L emma 3.3. Thus we must have cj = 0 
for all j so 6, = 1 and 6, = 6. In other words, all terms not of the form 
ai/?,,@ with deg PI = k are contained in Y (“>T Ck- ‘> and we conclude from 
equation (*) that 
(**I z aiBi,vVs z O mod y<n>T<k- 1) 
de;q’= k 
Now suppose 5 = X~I%$~. . . Xb ; is any monomial of degree k. Then, by 
Lemma 4.3, we can write 5’ = <I + t2 + t3 as a sum of three terms. Here 
t1 ECU=; L”X’Lk-“-’ and t2 is a K-linear combination of straightened 
monomials of degree k in the ii, j having at least one t;, j factor with i # j. 
Finally 
if 5 = p and 5x = 0 otherwise. Since ~,lj~,~ E YCn) and aiPLi-<r E Y<“)TCk-l>, 
by Lemma 3.3 again, we conclude from (**) that Ci,V uJP~,,)” is indeed 
contained in the direct sum 
y<“>T<k-1) +c y<“>r 
as described earlier. In fact, by the dual nature of t3, it is clear from the 
above that the YCn) coefficient of ‘to = iTI iT2.. . izm in this expression is / . 
O=a,! a,! . ..a.! pip,,,. 
But a,! a*! . ..a.! is a nonzero element of the held K, since if 
char K= p > 0 then 0 Q ui < p - 1. We conclude therefore that &Qi,M = 0 
and the result follows. 1 
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Notice that it is precisely the last few lines a 
smash products R # U(L) with characteristi 
t is actually false in that case. 
hen S is an ordinary or restrict 
em can be sharpened slightly. fnd 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let s= U(L) with char K= 0 
p> 0) be an untwisted enveloping algebra and let 
~~~~ose q, fli ES with 
“J3;5+cl&+ ... +a,fi;=o for all 6 E am(r70)g 
is a subspace of H offkite codi~e~s~o~. If each pi = 
written based on D = D,(H), then for all ~5~0~~~~s g we have 
Proo$ As in the preceding proof, we can assume that 
ernents occurring in the pkV. en, since S is an ~~t~~st~~ 
ing algebra, it follows that HO a centralizes each SW .,v’ In 
ords, the latter terms are constanls fm the desivatiom in d ) and 
vation identity becomes 
oIIBi,q 
1 
@=O 
5.1, Cj aLPi,p = 0 for any p of largest 
deleted from the above identity to yi 
monomials. The result now tXow 
The remaining results of this paper are, for t e most part, ~~~se~~e~~e~ 
5.1. We begin the applications of that th t~~~i~~~~ 
# U(L) (or R # u(L)) is prime or se usual we 
require some definitions. 
If I is an ideal of R, then I is said to be L-slablt if I”(‘) = 
example, if J is an ideal of S, then I= bn 
L-stable. Conversely, if I is an L-stable i 
IS= SI is an ideal of S with IS 
product of any two nonzero L-st 
is L-semiprime if the square of any nonzero L-da 
e sake of completeness, we quote 
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THEOREM 6.1 [C 871. S= R # U(L) is prime (or semiprime) if and only 
if R is L-prime (or L-semiprime). 
The prime part of the above is [C 87, Theorem 2.61 and the same proof 
handles the semiprime case. In view of this result, one might guess that 
every annihilator ideal of R # U(L) is generated by its intersection with R. 
But this is false even for an ordinary commutative polynomial ring. 
For example, let R = K[a, b( a2 = b* = 01, set S= R[x], and let Z= 
ann,(ax - b). Then ax+bEZ\(ZnR)S since ZnR=Kab. Thus, 
Theorem 6.3 below has content even in this context. 
The restricted analog of Theorem 6.1 is of course decidedly false. Indeed, 
[H 541 asserts that if L is a finite-dimensional nonabelian restricted Lie 
algebra, then u(L) is never semiprime even though R = K is certainly 
L-prime. An interesting infinite-dimensional counterexample is discussed at 
the end of this section. The main result here characterizes the primeness or 
semiprimeness of R # u(L) in terms of R # u(d(L)). 
Again, let S = R # U(L) (or R # u(L)) and let J 4 S. We briefly describe 
the ideal of leading coefficients of elements of J. To start with, choose any 
ordered basis B of L so that the straightened monomials in B are a left 
R-basis for S. Define n(J) to be the linear span of all leading coefficients 
r E R of all elements a E J. In other words, if a = C,, ry yl, then r can be any 
rM with deg ZJ = deg a. Basic properties of this set are as follows. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let 0 # Ja S. Then n(J) is a nonzero L-stable ideal of R. 
Furthermore, X(J) is independent of the choice of basis and it is right-left 
symmetric with respect to R. 
Proof. We start with a trivial observation. Suppose ql, q2, . . . . qr are 
straightened monomials of degree n and a E J with 
a=r,q, + . . . + r,qt + lower degree terms. 
If ri = 0, then certainly ri E n(J). On the other hand, if ri # 0, then ri is a 
leading coefficient of CI and again it is contained in n(J). 
Now let c1 E J and write 
a=rlql + . . . + r,q, + lower degree terms, 
where deg a = deg yi. If r E R, then ra, cu E J and clearly 
rcr=rr,q, + ... +rr,q,+lowerdegreeterms 
ar=r,rq, + . . . + rtrq, + lower degree terms. 
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de that all rrI, rir are contain thus that n(J) is a 
Next let d= a(l) for some I E ) we have adtss’ an 
a d =rfql +r,q;“+ ... + rfql + r,qf+ kower 
It foREows that the coefficient of vi i near 
bination of the various yj. But thi and 
hence so is rf~ Therefore z(J) is L-stable. 
Now notice that if a is written as above, then 
“=r/lr, i- ... + q,r, + lower degree terms 
the same leading coefficients whether 
ay, IT(J) is right-left symmetric 
are two bases for di, let 01 EJ, 
ce= rIql + ... +r,rj, +lowerdegreeter~s 
i r;q; + ... + r;tj$ + lower degree terms 
if we repiace each basis element of 
appropriate K-hnear combination of eieme 
will certainly get the second expression. There 
ation of the ri. Similarly, each r, is a 
the ideal n(J) is independent of the c 
-4 L then, by Lemma 1.1, 
we can view R # U(D) as the coefficient ring of So n this way, we can 
out L-stable ideals of R # U(D) and whether t s coefhient ring is 
e or E-semiprime. In addition, we write zD fo the map from the 
R # U(L) to the L-stable ideals of imi1arry, if L is a 
restricted Lie algebra and D is a restricte en we can use 
R # u(L) = (R # u(D)) # 
tain analogous concepts. e now prove 
THEOREM 6.3. Let s=R# u( 
nd write A = A(L). 
= 0. In particular 
Fix CI E A and let fi E B be arbitra 
obtain the linear identity a 
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Lemma 4.1, we also have the derivation identity aP”=O for all 6~d”(L). 
Now write /3 = C, lJ,y based on D = DL(L) = A. Then we conclude from 
Theorem 5.1 that c$~ = 0 for all p of maximal degree. But these fi, are the 
leading coefficients of p when we view T = R # U(A) (or R # u(A)) as the 
coefficient ring. Thus, since p E B is arbitrary, we conclude that 
a.rJB)=O and hence that Azd(B)=O. Thus A .~c~(B)S=O and, by sym- 
metry or a direct elementary argument, we deduce that red(A). 7cd(B)S= 0. 
Finally, if B= r,(A), then we must have rid(B) s B and hence 
rid(B) S c B. It is now a simple matter to show, by induction on the degree, 
that for all /I E B we have p E z~(B) S. m 
The above is the smash product analog of [S 71, Theorem 5.51, a result 
on group rings. Furthermore, if B= r,(A) and T is the coefficient ring 
R#U(d)(orR#u(d)),then~~(B)~BnTsoB=(BnT)S. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let S = R # u(L) with char K = p > 0 and write A = 
A(L). Then S is prime (or semiprime) if and only if R # u(A) is L-prime (or 
L-semiprime). 
ProoJ: If A and B are nonzero ideals of S with AB= 0 then, by the 
previous theorem, A’ = n,(A) and B’ = rid(B) are nonzero L-stable ideals of 
R # u(A) with A’B’ = 0. Conversely, if A’ and B’ are nonzero L-stable 
ideals of R # u(A) with A’B’ = 0, then A = A’S = SA’ and B = B’S are non- 
zero ideals of S with AB= 0. Thus the prime case is proved and the 
semiprime case follows by setting A = B and A’ = B’. 1 
A number of remarks are now in order. First, the statement and proof of 
the above corollary are both surprisingly simpler than their crossed 
product analogs in [P 841. Indeed they are closer in spirit to the group 
algebra results in [Co 63, Theorem S] and [P 62, Theorem III]. But the 
latter results actually relate the primeness or semiprimeness of K[G] to the 
finite normal subgroups N of G. Thus it is natural to ask whether 
Corollary 6.4 can also be extended in this direction. As we see below, the 
answer is “no.” 
EXAMPLE 6.5. There exists a restricted Lie algebra L having no nonzero 
finite-dimensional restricted ideals, but with u(L) not semiprime. 
ProojY Let char K= p > 0. As is well known, there exist matrices a, /I in 
M,(K) with ap = pp = 0 and c$- Ba = 1. Of course, 1, CI, and p are 
K-linearly independent. In the polynomial ring MJK)[[], we define 
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en it follows easily that the K-linear span 
L = (x, y, 1, z, zp, 2: . . . ) 
is a restricted Lie algebra with nontrivial relations 
L-x, 11 = z, CY, 11 = zp, xp=y p = /p = Q, 
~nrt~e~more, Z(L) = (z, zp, zp2 , . ..) is torsion free and CL, &I = (z, zp) c 
Z(L). The latter implies that L is nilpotent of class 2, so any nonzero 
restricted ideal N of L meets L(L) non&iv 
element of Z(L) has linearly independent p”e 
dim(Nn Z(L)) = cc and we conclude that L ha 
sional restricted ideals. 
Now consider the nontwiste 
Then ji =zp-l- x - j is a nonzero element of this ring wh 
be central since 1: obviously commutes with X, j and Z 
Furthermore, Xp = VP=0 so yP=O and u(L) is not semiprime. 
ition, by [P 77, Theorems 4.2 0 and 4.2.13], the gm 
prime (or semiprimej if an only if its center is 
ut again this analog fails for u(L), 
K) so that L is a 2-dimensional r
relations [x, y] = y, xp = x, yp 
L is nonabehan, but its center is ea 
ciose this section with the enve 
uppose L is a restricted Lie 
e~v~lo~i~g algebra. Then we let o(L) =Lu(L) demte the a~~~~~~a~~~~ 
i&al of u(k), that is, the ideal generated by L. ~~~ta~~~y o(L) is proper and 
thus u(L) is never simple if e # 0. 
ProoJ If dim, L < m, then u(L) is a ~~~te-di~e~s~o~a~ algebra and 
hence certainly Artinian. Thus our concern is with th verse. tRis 
ose that u(L) is Artinian. Then u(k) is also heriaE d in 
finite composition length. 
let A be a restricted Lie subalgebra of L a 
)-module by Jacobson’s Theorem (see Se 
eal of u(A), then k(L) is a right i 
U(A) = I. Thus any chain of right ideals of U( 
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chain in u(L) and we conclude that u(A) is also Artinian. As a con- 
sequence, let x E L and consider A = (xcP”’ 1 IZ 2 0). If the listed generators 
of A are K-linearly independent, then u(A) z K[x], a ring which is 
certainly not Artinian. Thus each such x is torsion; by definition, this 
means precisely that x generates a finite-dimensional restricted subalgebra. 
Similarly, suppose Bc A are restricted subalgebras of L and observe 
that o(B) u(L) c o(A) u(L). Thus any chain of subalgebras induces a 
corresponding chain of right ideals of u(L). In particular, since u(L) is 
Noetherian, we conclude that L satisfies the ascending chain condition on 
restricted Lie subalgebras. As a result, all such subalgebras are finitely 
generated. Now, by Lemma 1.3, A = A(L) is a finite-dimensional extension 
of its center 2. Moreover, Z is abelian, finitely generated, and each 
generator is torsion. Thus Z is finite-dimensional and hence so is A. 
Finally, we show that dim, L < cc by induction on the composition 
length of u(L). There are two cases to consider. First, if A = 0 then, by 
Corollary 6.4, u(L) is prime. But u(L) is also Artinian, so it must be a 
simple ring. Thus w(L) =0 and L = 0. On the other hand, if A #O, then 
u(L/A) is a proper homomorphic image of u(L). This implies that u(L/A) is 
Artinian, but of properly smaller composition length. By induction, 
dim, L/A < cc and hence, since dim, A < co, we conclude that 
dim,L<cO. 1 
The above result is false for twisted enveloping algebras. A counter- 
example can be found in Section 9, immediately preceding Lemma 9.4. 
SECTION 7. ALMOST CENTRAL ELEMENTS 
Unless otherwise indicated, we will assume throughout the remainder of 
this paper either that L is a K-Lie algebra with char K= 0 or that L is a 
restricted Lie algebra with char K= p > 0. Furthermore, we will limit our 
considerations to the twisted enveloping algebras S = U(L) or u(L) and we 
will not necessarily offer the best possible results. Rather, our goal is to 
show the diversity of possible applications of Theorem 5.1. To start with, if 
H is a subspace of L and T is any K-algebra containing S, set 
D.(R)= (CIE Tldim,IjlCR(tl)< co}. 
Then ID,(R) is clearly a K-subalgebra of T. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let H be a Lie ideal of L and let D = D,(H). Then 
D,(B) = U(D) (or u(D)). 
ProoJ If 0 # CI E ID,(R), then there exists Ho, a subspace of H of finite 
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~odime~sio~, with CI E C,(RO). Thus Isa = $31 for all SE 
ma 4.1 yields the derivation identity 
rite o! = ctIIq based on D = D,(N) an 
a monom r with q, # 0. If k 2 1, choose with 
Then Theorem 5.1 yields the contradiction 
k=Q and o~=o1i E U(D) (or t& 
converse, first note that if a E 
ctional B+ K given by bt+ Lp6-- 
tkis functional is a subspace B0 of B of 
centraPiaes ii. Now if 01 E U(D) (or u(D)), 
basis elements of D, say x1, x2, . . . . xm, a 
finite codimension. 
nite codimension in o centralizes each Xi. 
and hence a E D,( 
riant for L in S is an element 
action. Specifically this means t 
The semicenter SZ(S) of S is t 
if q is as above, then I: L -+ K is a 
o where L, = ker 2 is a subsp 
Thus Lemma 7.1, with H= ~82: yields 
is an eigenvector 
EL, [q9 r-j = jL(i)q 
OPOSITI0N 7.2. Let A = A(L) and set T= U(A) (or u(A)). Thep1 
Z(S) c ST(S) E T. In particular, if A = 0, then Z(S) = SZ(S) = 1% 
= U(L) is a domain and that if d(L) = 0 then u(L) 
ary 6.3. In either case, Sh 
m&dale ring of quotients. 
n be found in [P 87, Proposition 1.41. In 
ere exist 0 # A, B - S with Aq, qB c S. Furt 
or qH is zero, then q = Cl. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let A(L) = 0 and set ,(S). Tl2en De(L)= 
ProoJ: Let q E De(E) so that q E C&f;,) fo 
finite codimension. Choose nonzero ideals A, 
and let a E A be arbitrary. Then for all s E: 
c?dsp =ct(qs)p = a(sq)fi = m/Y, 
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where we set a’= age S and /I’= q/jE S. By Lemma 4.1, the above 
translates to the derivation identity 
cdp = cc( p’y for all 6 E am(&) 
and hence Theorem 5.1 applies. Since D,(L) = A = 0, we conclude that 
there exist k, k’ E K, depending only on the fixed elements fl, /?’ and not 
both zero. with 
clqk = a’k = crk’. 
Since this holds for all CI E A, we have A(qk - k’) = 0 and hence qk = k’. 
Finally, if k = 0, then both k and k’ are zero, a contradiction. Thus k # 0 
and q=k’k-IEK. 0 
If S is prime and Q = Q,(S), then C = c,(S) = Z(Q) is a field called the 
extended centroid of S. Furthermore, if q is a unit of Q with q-‘Sq = S, 
then the map s t, q -‘sq = ~4 is said to be an X-inner automorphism of S. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let S= U(L) (or u(L)) and assume that A(L) =O. Zf 
Q = Q,(S), then C = Z(Q) = K. Furthermore, if S = U(L) and q E Q induces 
an X-inner automorphism of S, then q E K. 
Proof. The first part is immediate from the preceding lemma. For the 
second, since S = U(L), it follows from [M 81, Theorem 1 ] that X4 - X E K 
for all x E L. Thus the map A: x H 9’ - X is a K-linear functional L --+ K and 
we see that q centralizes L, where L, = ker L. Lemma 7.3 again yields the 
result. 1 
We remark that if S = u(L), then S can contain numerous noncentral 
units. Thus S admits nontrivial inner, and hence X-inner, automorphisms 
and we see that the second part above is false in this context. 
Again let S be a prime ring. If q E Q with [S, q] c S, then the map 
s H [s, q] = sq - qs is said to be an X-inner derivation of S. Since any 
element q E S gives rise to such a map, it is certainly necessary to restrict 
the nature of the derivation in the following result. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let S= U(L) (or u(L)) and assume that A(L) =O. If 
qEQ=Q,(S) with [Z@K,q]sE@K, then qEE@K. 
ProoJ: Since S is generated by z@ K, we see that q induces an X-inner 
derivation d on S given by 
sq - qs = sd for all s E S. 
Now let 0 # A, B u S with Aq, qB G S and choose a E A\O, fl E B\O. Then 
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ultiglying the above equation on t 
we 0btaiHl 
(“1 as/?’ - x’sp = asdfi for a11 s E sv 
ere we set a’ = ccq E S and /I’ = 118 E
To better understand (*), we form t re extension T= S[[; d]. 
T has the additive structure of the ~o~y~~rn~a~ ai 
ti~~~cat~on given by 
s[ - is = Sd for all s E S. 
Since d stabilizes LOX, it is easy to see that T is a suitable twiste 
enveloping algebra. Indeed, T = U(L’) with k’ = E )L’ ([ ) if char 
T= u(L’) with L’ = L x ([, cF, cp” , .I.) if char K=p > 0. Furthe 
ecomes 
a.$’ - a’s/? = a(s[ - (2) )8 
= adiP) - (ai) SB for all s E 22, 
entity in T. Since S2 L”, Le 
(*“) a(p’y - a’/P = a([py - (a&J/?” for aI1 6 E P(a). 
= lQLj(lL) and observe that D n 4, = D 
that 5 E L @ D. Once this is achiev 
se by way of contradiction that [ 
k,, kh E K and with ea 
e linearly independent ordered subset 
that each [q is a straightened monomial 
is set so that ([ 1 < X. Furthermore we see that X’ : 
linearly i~d~~e~dent module D and 
P’P and c/3 describe these elements 
eorem 5.1 to the derivation identity 
largest degree. Since deg [/I > deg /? fr 
occur in 8. Furthermore, j3’ and [p cl 
bus Theorem 5.1 yields ak; = 0 if 
s in c/J. In either case, we conclude that ce= 
e have tbe~efo~e shown that [E .L@D and hence that i-- IE 
some .!E L. I[R particular 
c L, : - r] c [E, II] = 0. 
cleady [L, q - rj c K. 
space Lo of L of codimen 
concrude that q - JE K. 
48:,033/2-S 
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We close this section by discussing two examples. The first shows that 
most of the above results fail for U(L) if char K= p > 0. 
EXAMPLE 7.6. There exists a K-Lie algebra L with char K= p > 0 and 
d(L) = 0 such that the untwisted enveloping algebra S = U(L) satisfies 
z(Qs(s)) = z(S) = K 
Proof. Let L=A>aB where A=(a,,a,,... ) is an infinite-dimensional 
abelian ideal, B= (b,, bZ, . . . ) is an infinite-dimensional abelian com- 
plement, and [ai, bj] = a,, j. Then it follows easily that d(L) = 0 but that 
af and bf - bjp are central elements of U(L) for all i, j. Furthermore, since 
C=iz(Q,(S))zZ(S)=Z and C is a field, we conclude that C? 
zz-‘3z. 1 
Finally we comment on the need for d(L) = 0 in Theorem 7.5. 
EXAMPLE 7.7. There exists a finite-dimensional K-Lie algebra L with 
char K= 0 such that the untwisted enveloping algebra U(L) admits an 
X-inner derivation d with Ld = K. Furthermore, d is not inner on S and 
Z(Qs(S)) = K. 
Proof. Let L = A xl (x ) where x acts on the abelian ideal A = (a, b ) 
by [a, x] = a - b and [b, x] = b. Since [b, L] = Kb, it follows easily that b 
is a nonzero normal element of S = U(L) and hence that b ~ 1 E Q = Q,(S). 
In particular, q = ab ~’ E Q and we have [a, q] = [b, q] = 0 and 
[x, q] = [x, ab-‘1 = ([x, a] b -a[x, b])b-* 
= ((b - a)b + ab)b-* = 1. 
Thus ad q = d is an X-inner derivation of S with Ld = K. Furthermore, d is 
not inner since [L, S] is contained in the augmentation ideal of S. 
Now S= U(L) can be written as the Ore extension U(A)[x; ad x] and, 
since char K = 0, it follows easily that any nonzero ideal Z of S meets U(A) 
nontrivially. But then In U(A) is a nonzero (ad x)-stable ideal and a 
tedious shortest length argument shows that In U(A) contains b” for some 
integer n ~0. We conclude from this that Q,(S) is equal to the Ore 
localization of S by the multiplicatively closed subset {b” 1 n 2 0). 
Finally suppose 0 # c E Z(Q). Then c = yb-” for some y E S and n > 0. 
Since c commutes with a and b, it follows easily that y E U(A). In the same 
way, since C is a field, c-l = y’b-” with y’ E U(A). Now yy’ = bm+“, an 
equation in U(A) = K[a, b], so y = kb’ for some k E K\O and t 2 0. Since 
c = yb-” = kb’-” commutes with x, we conclude that t-n = 0 and hence 
that ceK. 1 
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SECTION 8. Intersection 
thods are also used in the study o 
Terns. Roughly speaking, the fatter 
als of K[G] have nontrivial intersections 
n this section, we discuss envenoming alge 
s. Again we assume throughout that 
S = U(L) or char K= p > 0 and S= u(L). 
e begin by considering field extensions. Hf F 
c we know that FOK L is an F-Lie alge 
FQ, U(k). Similarly, if char K= p > 0, then F@ 
algebra and u(FOK&) =FOK u(L). The Mowing a 
Theorem 4.2] is a consequence of the fact that the extend 
ual to 4% It is sim ler, however, to prove the result 
Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let S= U(L) (or u(L)) and amme that A(L) = 0. 4f’F is 
a field extension of K and if I is a nonzero ideal of FOK S, t 
PvoqC Let {J.;> be a K-basis for P 
to be a nonzero element of I involvislg 
of course, pz 2 1 and each yi # 0. Furth 
hus, by the minimahty of n and the K-linear in&pen 
ve 
a linear identity in S. Since A(L) = 0, it now follows fro Lemma 4.4 and 
5.1 that y, and yi are K-linearly de t and hence, since 
are nonzer we have yi = ylki for s kg k, = 8, we con 
; k&). But f = C; k,f, merit of& so Ofy, = 
the theorem is proved. 
ext, we consider an analog of [FL 78, Thesrem 11~ 
2. Let H be a (restricted) Lie ideal of L and assume that 
et S= U(L) (or u(L)) and let T be its s~~ba~~ebra U(H) (or 
u(H)). If1 is a nonzero ideal of S, then In Tf 0. 
Proof: Since D,(H)=O, we have d( 
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Lemma 1.1, S= T# U(L/H) (or T#u(L/H)), and we consider the 
“action” of L/H on T. First note that T is a domain in characteristic 0 and 
that, by Corollary 6.3, it is at least a prime ring in characteristic p > 0. 
Next, by Proposition 7.4, the extended centroid C of T is equal to K. This 
fact greatly simplifies the Q-outer concept discussed in [BM 861. Indeed, in 
this situation, to check that L/H is Q-outer on T, we need only show that if 
X E m is X-inner on T, then X = 0. To this end, suppose x = 1+ H with 
ZE L and observe that X= l acts with [R@ K, l] c i7@ K. Thus if I is 
X-inner on T, then Theorem 7.5 implies that facts like some h with h E H. 
In other words, Z--~EC~(H)=O, so Z=h and x=I+H=OEL/H. We 
conclude therefore that L/H is Q-outer on T and [BM 86, Theorem 1.21 
yields the result. 1 
With some additional work, the above result can be strengtened to 
handle Lie ideals H with d(H) = 0. Here if 0 #IQ S, then one can show 
that In U(H@@,(H))#O (or Inu(H@@,(H))#O). 
Now we consider Lie ideals with the completely opposite property of 
being d-nilpotent and we begin with a technical lemma which holds in all 
characteristics. To avoid certain tedious repetitions in its statement and 
proof, we introduce some temporary notation. As usual, L is a (restricted) 
K-Lie algebra and S = U(L) (or u(L)) is a twisted enveloping algebra. 
Furthermore, H is a fixed K-subspace of L. If M is a (restricted) Lie ideal 
of L, we let S, denote the K-subalgebra U(M) (or u(M)) of S. Since 
[M, L] c M, it follows that each l with ZE L induces a derivation on S, 
given by 
sl-+[s,rJ=sI-ls for all seSiu. 
In this way, l? “acts” as derivations on S, and we will be concerned with 
the following property which may or may not be satisfied by S,. 
(t) If I is a nonzero ideal of S, which is E;i,-stable for some 
subspace H, of H of finite codimension, then In D,(E) # 0. 
With the above notation, we can now state 
LEMMA 8.3. Let 0 = M, E M, 5 . . . E M, = M be a chain of (restric- 
ted) Lie ideals of L and assume that the quotients Di =M,/M,-, satisfy 
D,(H) = Di. Then S, has property (t). 
Proof: We show by induction on 0 f i< m that S,, satisfies (t), the 
case i = 0 being clear. Now suppose the result is true for i - 1 < m; set R = 
SMiml, T= S,, and let D = Di = M,/M,- r. Then R satisfies (t), D,(H) = D, 
and T= R # U(D) (or R # u(D)) by Lemma 1.1. The goal is to show that 
T also satisfies (I). 
To this end, let I be a nonzero ideal of T which is PO-stable for some 
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of W of finite codimension. 
t of T can be written uniq 
onomial in X. We now choose 
h respect to certain properties 
degree, say n, of all nonzero elements of I. 
elements of I of degree n, a has the smallest nu 
degree IZ in its representation. Thus 
ct = a,ql + a,q, + . . + a,qt C lower degree terms, 
where each vi is a monomial in X of degree II and w ere each aI is a non- 
zero eHement of R. 
Next, we consider all p E I which can be written as 
P=b,rp, +b,q, + ..I 
d we let B denote the set of all q1 -toe 
since I is an (R, R)-bimoduie, it is clea 
w, by hypothesis, D = DD(H), so ther 
of H, of finite codimension which centralizes all elements in the 
occur in the various vi. It then follows easi that if 6 = ad h, f63r any 
and if fl E I is as above, then 8” E I6 c 1 a 
/I” = b;‘y, + b;y, + .. . + bfq, f Iowe 
e conclude that bf E B and hence that B is an 
Finally, since R has property (t), we have 
w~tbQut loss of generality, we can assume t 
this mean hat there exists W,, a subspace of 
such that centralizes a, ~ In particular, if 6 = 
a! = 0 and hence 
a6 = a$g2 f . . . + a;‘r, + lower degree terms. 
ut this implies that U’ E I has either degree <4z or 
with less than t monomials of degree n in i 
mini nature of CY yields ~8 = 0. Thus 
dim 2 < co, we see that T satisfies (t 
inzduction on i since M= M,. 
The following is the Lie analog of [ 
.4. Let S= U(L) (or u(L)), let H ~-~~~~ote~t ~restr~ete~) 
et D = D,(H). If I is a k2onzero i lofS, thenInU(D)fO 
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ProoJ: Let 0 = Ho G HI 2 . . . c H, = H be the upper A-series of H so 
that 
O=H,,cH,c...cH,=HcL 
is a chain of (restricted) ideals of L. By definition, 113)N,,Hi_l(H) = Hi/Hi- 1 
for all i and furthermore D,,(H) = L/H since [L, H] c H. Thus 
Lemma 8.3 applies with M= L. In particular, since any ideal of L is 
R-stable, we conclude that any nonzero ideal of L has a nontrivial inter- 
section with DS(a). Lemma 7.1 now yields the result. i 
The above is particularly effective if L is solvable, that is, if L has a finite 
series O=LO CL, E ... G L, = L of (restricted) ideals with each quotient 
L,/L,-l abelian. If L is an ordinary Lie algebra, this concept is of course 
equivalent to L having a finite derived series. In fact, this is also true if L is 
restricted, but more care is required since for example [L, L] need not be a 
restricted ideal of L. We can now obtain the Lie analog of [Z 73, 
Proposition 11. It holds in all characteristics. 
THEOREM 8.5. Let L be a solvable (restricted) K-Lie algebra. Then L has 
a A-nilpotent (restricted) ideal E with D,(E) = A(E). 
ProoJ Let 0 = L, c L, G ... G L, = L be a finite series of (restricted) 
ideals of L with each quotient abelian. Define Ei c Li inductively by E, = 0 
and E, = Ei- r + Di where Di = D,,(E,- r). Then it is clear that each Ei is a 
(restricted) ideal of L and that D,,(E,) G Ei. 
Suppose, by induction, that Ei- 1 is A-nilpotent and note that Di s Li 
and that L,/L,- i is abelian. Then 
and hence 
Di = DLi(Ei-l)C D,i( [Di, Di]). 
Lemma 1.4(i)(ii) now implies first that A,(Di) = Dj and then that Ei = 
Eip I + Di is A-nilpotent. Thus the induction step is proved. In particular, 
E= Ek is A-nilpotent and D,(E) GE so D,(E) = D,(E) = A(E). 1 
Finally, if L is solvable, we can let H = E in Theorem 8.4. Then D = 
D,(E)=A(E) so A(D)= D and we obtain 
THEOREM 8.6. Zf L is a solvable (restricted) K-Lie algebra, then L has a 
(restricted) ideal D = A(D) with the following property. If Z is any nonzero 
ideal of S= U(L) (or u(L)), then In U(D) #O (or In u(D) #O). 
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ersection theorems can be us to show that certain e~ve~o~i~g 
r-as are primitive. In this final tion, we discuss some examples of 
enomenon. We start with a simple, but key o 
EEMMA 9.1. Let S= R # U(L) (or R # u(E)) and .?et 
Lie ideal of k. If W is an irreducible ~~d~~e for t 
) (or R # u(H)) of S, then there exists an i~~ed~c~ble ~~~~d~~e V 
Vi=, the restriction of V to T. 
et A4 be a maximal right ideal of T with W’r Tf 
S is free left T-module and hence e can now choose 
M ts be a maximal right ideal of ing MS and set V= S/IV. 
T3 AJn T2 M, we have Nn T= us 
v= S/N? (2-S iv)/N 
zT/(NnT)=T/lMz W 
e of course works equally well if 
eal of L. The following is a mino 
r $1, Lemma 3.11. 
EXAMPLE 9.2. Let L be the K-Lie algebra of ~i~~ote~ce lass 2 
berated by aj, 6,, z with i E 5 subject to the rehtions 
= 0 and the cardinality of .F satisfies / 
enveloping algebra U(L) is primitive. 
e note that Z = (z) is central in h, and that U(Z) = K[Z] is 
ive domain. A simple shortest 1 
aP 1 of S= U(L) meets U(Z) 
U(Z) # U(.L/Z) and let y be a nonzero element 
rite y = C, Y,,V with rv E U(Z) and with 
the basis {aj, bil ie F->. Since [r, a,] a 
degree less than k, we must have [r, tij] = 
at k = 0 and hence that 0 # y E In U(Z). 
Next, let A be the abelian ideal of e gen 
so that U(A) is the polynomial ring over 
since K is infinite, the assumption on the 
IFI 2 lK(fz)l, where the latter is the fi 
follows that there exists an epimorphism 
tity on U(Z). Since K(Z) is a field, i 
U(A) with corresponding irreducible m 
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Finally, by Lemma 9.1, let V be an irreducible S-module with 
WE V,UCAj. If J is the annihilator of I/ in S, then J is a two-sided ideal and 
Jn U(Z) annihilates W. But 1, was chosen to be the identity on U(Z), so 
Jn U(Z) = 0. The work of the first paragraph now implies that J = 0 and 
hence that U(L) is primitive. 1 
We remark that the hypothesis on 1Y-I is really needed in the above. 
Indeed, suppose U(L) is primitive and observe that dim, U(L) = IF-( 
provided Y is infinite. If D is the commuting ring of the faithful irreducible 
module V, then it follows that dim, D <dim, V Q dim, U(L) so 
dim, D 6 1Y-I. On the other hand, D 1 K(2) so dim, D b dim, K(Z) 3 IE;I 
and we conclude that ) Y-I > llyl . 
Next we offer a slightly different construction based on the group ring 
arguments of [P 731. 
LEMMA 9.3. Let S = U(L) (or u(L)) and let H be a A-nilpotent 
(restricted) ideal of L with D= D,(H). If T= U(D) (or u(D)) is a 
commutative domain and if A(L) = 0, then there exists a field Fz K such 
that FOK S is primitive. 
ProoJ: Let F be the field of fractions of the commutative domain T= 
U(D) (or u(D)). Then there exists an epimorphism A: FQK T+ F which is 
the identity on T. Since F is a field, A is an irreducible representation of 
FOK T with corresponding irreducible module W. By Lemma 9.1, there 
exists an irreducible module V for F@QK S with W G V,,, T. Let J be the 
annihilator of V in FQK S and suppose J # 0. 
Since A(L) = 0, Theorem 8.1 implies that Jn S # 0 and then Theorem 8.4 
yields JnT=(JnS)nT#O. But JnT annihilates W, so JnTTckerl. 
and this is a contradiction since I is the identity on T. Thus J = 0 and V is 
a faithful irreducible (F@, S)-module. 1 
One example of the above is as follows. Let char K= 0 and set L = 
AxB where A=(a,,a,,... ) is an abelian ideal, B = (b,, b,, . . . ) is an 
abelian complement, and [ai, b,] =ai+j. Then D,(A)= A, A(L) =O, and 
the untwisted algebra U(A) is a commutative domain. Thus U(F@, L) = 
FOK U(L) is primitive for some field F? K. 
On the other hand, if char K = p > 0 then the above lemma has limited 
applicability. To start with, if u(D) is commutative, then D must be an 
abelian ideal of L. In particular, [[L, D], D] = 0 and it follows that 
DLp7 c Z(L) E A(L) = 0. But u(D) is also supposed to be a domain, so 
clearly u(D) must be twisted. Indeed, if x ED, then xcp3 = 0 yields Xp E K 
and hence K[x] is a purely inseparable field extension of K. In other 
words, K cannot be a perfect field. 
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As an example, let L = A k4 B where A = (al, a2, . ..) is an abehan ideal 
=(b~p”1[d<i<30,0<n<~) 
nt. Furthermore, fix q to be a prime 
e commutative nveloping algebra wi 
u(A), we see thal 
a, we conclude that u(L) 
e remark that the twisted u 
restricted enveloping algebra whose ~~der~y~~~ Lie algebra is infinite- 
e note that the nature of the g 
stribcture of commutative untwisted algebras 
of the following result which we include for 
ah2 a;Eects the 
A 9.4. Let L be a commutative restricted Lie algebra over a perfict 
of characteristic g > 0. Then the untwisted restricted e~ve~~~~~~ 
algebra u(L) is a domain if and only $ L is t~rs~o~~~ree~ 
Prooj Suppose first that L is not torsion-free. y definition, this means 
that there exists 0 # x E L such that (xrp”l /n 3 0 ] is K-hear ent. 
In particular, if 
a suitable dependence relation with ak #O, then we see t 
‘visor in u(L). 
Come ly, assume that L is rsion-free and let i: k + E ote the pth 
ower m If aEKand /EL, 
([a)[= ((al) = uplcpl = a”((l) = (aPi)k 
s we see that I, is a left mod 
01 satisfying ia = a”[ for all a 
particular, since char K= p and 
of K and it follows, by long division, that 
check that u(L) is a domain, we can clearly assume that k is 
generated by finitely many elements an eir various p”th powers. 4n 
other words, we can assume that L is a finitely generate -moldule. 
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Furthermore, since L is torsion-free, it is clearly a torsion-free R-module. 
We can therefore conclude from [J 43, Theorem 3.191 that L is a finitely 
generated free R-module with generators x1, x2, . . . . x,. But this means that 
the elements xLp”l are all K-linearly independent and hence that u(L) E 
fax, 2 x2, . . . . xi], an ordinary polynomial ring. Thus u(L) is a domain, as 
required. m 
We remark that if L is a torsion-free finitely generated R-module, but if 
K is not assumed to be perfect, then u(L) need not be isomorphic to a 
polynomial ring. For example, take 
L= (x, y, p, p’, ..*) 
with xrP1 = aycP1 for some field element a E K satisfying fi 6 K. 
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